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Good Fellows: The Walpole Society
by Jeanne Schinto
Photos courtesy the Walpole Society
“He buys ‘like a Prince’ what he wants. He does not ‘pussyfoot,’ ‘soft pedal,’ or
haggle. What he feels is beyond his reach or excessive in price is simply left alone,
and he is so modest that he does not continually talk about his acquisitions. More
than all this, he is a ‘Prince of Good Fellows,’ full of life and sparkle, and does not
hesitate to ‘look upon wine’ when it is of a red color.”
——George Dudley Seymour to Philip Leffingwell Spalding, regarding the
nomination of Morgan Bulkeley Brainard to the Walpole Society, March 21, 1925.1

T

he Walpole Society, a highly exclusive club dedicated to Americana, was founded in 1910 and
continues today. Many of the biggest names in
collecting, curating, and studying American furniture,
decorative arts, fine arts, antiquarian architecture, historic-house preservation, and rare books have been or are
now members. Yet with no fixed address, no website,
and a roster limited to 30 men only—a member must die,
be designated “inactive” (unable to attend meetings), or
resign before the election of a replacement—few people, even those who consider themselves informed about
Americana collecting, know about it.2
Within the first year of the society’s life, when Florence
N. Levy, editor of the American Art Journal, asked for
details about the club from its cofounder Henry Watson
Kent, he discouraged her from publishing anything about
it. “I am not certain that the Walpole Society would wish
to be given the publicity that would be attached to being
put in a list with other associations,” Kent wrote from
his office at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where he

where prices paid help
to furnish an average,
it would be, from our
point of view—especially those of us in
the Museum here—of
value in giving advice
to many people who
want to know what
they should pay for
this or that.”5
If these lists of
prices and caches of
photographs exist, I
could find no trace. Walpoleans at Winterthur, 1936. Seated (left to right): George Parker Winship, Herbert Lee
And while it is true Pratt, Samuel W. Woodhouse Jr., William Brownell Goodwin, Hollis French, John Hill Morgan,
that the society was and Luke Vincent Lockwood; standing (left to right), Morgan B. Brainard, Philip L. Spalding,
not a good record- Chauncey Cushing Nash, Joseph Downs, J. Frederick Kelly, and Henry F. du Pont. Missing:
keeper during its earli- Mantle Fielding, R.T.H. Halsey, William Davis Miller, George Dudley Seymour, William
Mitchell Van Winkle, Alexander Wilbourne Weddell, and Lawrence Counselman Wroth.
est years, my guess is
that, since at the same
“We are a very modest sort of body time as the sharing was voted in, it was also voted to be “because certain others of the Society, and among them
few if anyone volunteered. As Kent intimated, some of our most agreeable associates, are in no position
and our whole scheme of things is voluntary,
no collector wants to reveal his foibles, or his good to extend to the Members the same generous entertainment.”8 In short, he believed the hospitality issue would
based on simplicity and modesty.” sources for bargains either, even to his friends.
reveal
the men’s differing economic levels and create
Richard Albert Canfield, who collected Chippendale
was assistant secretary of the board of trustees. “We are a furniture and artworks by James Abbott McNeill Whis- awkwardnesses.
Besides Perry, two of the wealthier men were Harry
very modest sort of body and our whole scheme of things tler, had his own, singular notion of what the Walpoleans
is based on simplicity and modesty.”3
should be about. The developer of gambling casinos, Harkness Flagler and George Shepard Palmer. Flagler
In the first part of this series (see M.A.D., November, clubs, and resorts in Saratoga, Newport, and New York had inherited his wealth from his father, a founder of
page 29-A), I explored some of the Walpole Society’s City envisioned a kind of transparency that few collec- Standard Oil and developer of the east coast of Florida.
“Who,” providing a sampling of its membership over the tors are willing to engage in. “If I understand the purpose Palmer had made his money with his brothers in a busidecades. This second part of the series discusses some of our Society, it is that such thoughts as may occur to ness that sold bedding nationwide. (That business, which
more of that as well as the “What.” What exactly does the Members are common property,” he told the group in part used secondhand rags, is one of the reasons why
the Walpole Society do? Historically, the club has had at one of its earliest meetings. “These thoughts need not we have those “Do Not Remove” tags on our mattresses.
necessarily be of value, but such as they are, let them be See Weaver v. Palmer Brothers Co., 270 U.S. 402 [1926].)
difficulty answering that question even for itself.
Archived notes from the club’s very first meeting, a known.”6 There is no record of how this pronouncement Less affluent members included Francis Hill Bigelow,
dinner at the Heublein Hotel in Hartford on January 21, of Canfield came down, but again, my guess is that it who eventually resigned in part because he had become
more dealer than collector. “I deplore the idea of com1910, reveal one of that charter group’s stated priori- went about as well as the price- and photo-sharing.
ties—their own collections. To that end, the men voted
Canfield, described by a fellow Walpolean as “short mercialism entering our community, however slightly,”
that night in favor of sharing market information with and heavy, with a massive head and mobile face that Hartford banker Henry Wood Erving wrote to Kent on
each other. The notes show they wanted the information could be fixed when he chose,” was “always correctly the subject of Bigelow, whose questionable activities in
to be specific, including photographs of recently bought dressed in the late Victorian fashion, with the blackest of pursuit of profit eventually landed him in court.9
Whether Canfield’s feelings about the lunch had someitems and the prices that were paid.4
clothes…, the whitest of linen, and the shiniest of shoes.”7
Their leader, Kent, secretary of the club, was not com- Not surprisingly, he voiced strong opinions about other thing to do with his own personal reversal of fortune is
pletely sold on the idea, however. As he equivocated aspects of society comportment. For example, he told plausible. He lost millions in the stock market in the four
to a newly minted Walpolean within the club’s first fellow member Norman Morrison Isham in a letter dated years between the society’s founding and his accidentwo weeks, “Of course it would not be feasible to ask March 27, 1912, that he wanted the Walpole Society to tal death in 1914. He himself would no longer be able
members to tell us their exorbitant or foolish prices, but accept little or nothing in the way of food or drink from to entertain lavishly. Alternatively, his sentiments may
anyone, especially not have stemmed from his poor beginnings; his high-stakes
its members. The issue gambling empire had begun with his purchase of a piece
arose after the election of a one-table poker room in Providence.10 Either way,
of Marsden J. Perry, a the issue was resolved when Canfield told Perry that
Rhode Island financier the society could not accept his kind offer because the
who dealt in utilities club was “not a social organization.” In fact, Canfield
and
transportation told Isham, “[Perry] understands clearly that the moment
systems and collected social obligations creep into our program, the Society
ceramics, 18th-cen- may as well dissolve.”11 And yet in years to come, both
tury English antiques, socializing and accepting lunches, dinners, brunches,
and Shakespeariana. breakfasts, and cocktails—especially cocktails—would
(That none of these become the hallmark of a Walpole Society outing anycategories was Amer- where, anytime, and virtually anyplace.
Edwin AtLee Barber had yet another view of the Walicana didn’t seem to
matter to Walpoleans poleans’ central mission. He wanted them to become a
at the time.) The group group of experts focused on authentication, e.g., ferretwas scheduled to tour ing out fakes and fakers. While acknowledging that disthose collections, and honest dealers would not be an easy or popular target, he
Perry wanted to pro- thought the club could become “a recognized authority
on reproductions and counterfeits” if it chose to expose
vide lunch.
Canfield’s
letter them.12 Barber, director of the Philadelphia Museum of
implored Isham, an Art’s forerunner, told Kent that he himself was “ready to
antiquarian architect furnish any information or do any work pertaining to my
based in Providence special branch, and I presume other members are willing
who was in charge to do the same in regard to their departments.”13
Barber’s “special branch” of study was American potof arranging the trip,
In New York, 1942. Left to right: William Van Winkle, George Parker Winship, Stephen H.P.
Pell, and Clarence S. Brigham.
to refuse the offer tery and glass. The first published attempt to describe the
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of the United States of 1893. No previous manual on potter’s marks contained any reference to our native-made
products. He also wrote American Glassware, published
in 1900. Until then the subject had been untouched, and
for the next 20 years his book was the definitive source on
the history of American glassmaking.14 But Barber died
in 1916, and fakes and fakers had not by then become
a Walpolean priority—and it would not. As Kent wrote
to Bigelow, “Connoisseurship is a vague and unsubstantial thing at best, being composed of about three parts of
taste, feeling and sentiment, to one part of precise knowledge. All opinions and remarks by the Members of the
Walpole Society to one another should be strictly confidential and not for outsiders. Any other course would
raise a hornet’s nest about the Members which would be
very annoying.”15
Another proposed antiques-policing project for the
club lingered longer. In 1920 the Walpole Society voted
in favor of “suggesting and advising” Wallace Nutting
about his reproductions.16 He was manufacturing a slew
of them, using examples from his encyclopedic collection of early American furniture as prototypes. Given
the perceived danger that some of these items could get
loosed in the marketplace and be mistaken for the real
thing, the Walpoleans wanted him to mark them.17 Five
years later the project was not yet off the ground. As if it
were a novel notion, the club instructed its secretary to
write to Nutting about his unlabeled products and voted
to start “a movement to require the markings of modern
copies of furniture.”18
Philip Leffingwell Spalding had by then taken over the
secretary position from Kent. An executive of the New
England Telephone & Telegraph Company from 1912
to 1919, then a Boston banker, Spalding collected furniture, clocks, particularly Willards, and early silver. He
may have written the letter, but surely Nutting felt no
need to act on it. Who were the Walpoleans to tell him?
In any case, to judge from the archived correspondence,
the subject of repros, like that of fakery, eventually was
dropped.
What the Walpole Society did succeed in doing within
its first five years was to produce and publish a series of
glossaries on ceramics, silversmiths, and furniture written by its members. First up, in 1913, was club cofounder
Luke Vincent Lockwood’s The Furniture Collectors’
Glossary. Just 55 pages long, the glossary defined in a
sentence or two such terms as bandy leg, strap hinge,
and japanning. For example, “A leg whose outline is an
elongated cyma curve; called also cabriole.” “An early
simple form of hinge with two leaves, the outer ends of
which are wider than the ends which join.” “The art of
coating a surface with a hard brilliant varnish.”19 These
definitions will seem too simple to those who own big
libraries of footnoted reference books on antiques filled
with copious color photographs, but back then the little
volume, illustrated with elementary line drawings, filled
a great void.
Next came The Ceramic Collectors’ Glossary by
Barber, published in 1914. Three years later, A Silver

Collectors’ Glossary and a List of Early American Sil- their first year, for example, they visited “Mrs. Gardner’s
versmiths and Their Marks by Hollis French became the collection,” Boston’s Isabella Stewart Gardner’s house
best seller of the three, not because silver collectors have museum, which had opened to the public in 1903. (“Tickmore money to spend on books, one Walpolean opined, ets: $1.00.”)28 In New York City in 1916 they were granted
but because it was better marketed. And indeed the Wal- a look at what was not yet the house museum of Henry
poleans initially felt it was important to disseminate their research. In 1896 charter member
Theodore Salisbury Woolsey, an international
law professor at Yale, published “Old Silver”
in Harper’s.20 It is considered the first scholarly article on any American metalware and,
according to a memorial published in the Walpole Society’s Note Book upon Woolsey’s death
in 1929, “the first written incentive to American
collectors to search out and study the craftsmanship of the silversmiths; it was the inspiration of
many collectors.”21
What is more, member George Parker Winship, librarian of rare books at Harvard, maintained, “The three Glossaries gave the Society
a very pleasant reputation among those from
whom its membership is drawn.”22 In subsequent
decades the society published Early American
Houses by Isham (1928) and his A Glossary
of Colonial Architectural Terms (1939); John
Singleton Copley by John Hill Morgan (1939);
An Early Baltimore Negro Portrait Painter,
Joshua Johnston23 by J. Hall Pleasants (1940);
and Early Connecticut Stairs by J. Frederick
Kelly (1943). In addition, there was a twovolume source book of early newspaper
advertisements compiled by Alfred Coxe Prime
(1929, 1932) and a third book by Isham, In
Praise of Antiquaries (1931), a history of the
development of interest in Americana in the
United States. Winship went so far as to say
“The American Walpole Society is a printing
club,” albeit one that was having trouble getting
its own to buy what it produced.24 Winship’s
recommendation was that the society “take
somewhat more care in selecting what is to be
printed” beyond the Note Book, which is a kind
of annual (sometimes biannual) collective journal of the society’s activities and, occasionally, George Dudley Seymour often signed his letters, “Yours for God, for
its essays and research that it has been publish- Country, and for Hale” (i.e., Nathan Hale).
ing for its members since 1926. But the records
further show that by the early 1930s the club did
not want to concern itself any longer with so-called trade Clay Frick—after Kent submitted a list of members’
books meant for the public. As an extract from Kent’s names for Frick’s perusal.29 They arrived on a Saturday
“Statement of the Walpole Society Regarding its Publi- morning. Frick wasn’t home when the men called, but as
cations, 1913-1933” says, “It seems clear that the Soci- prearranged he left instructions with his butler to let
ety should not undertake to publish books which might them in.
On New Year’s Eve 1918, the society went to Farmfind a market in the regular channels of trade; that it
should not concern itself with general books on history, ington, Connecticut, about eight miles west of Hartford.
biography, or literature, except such as may be written They were there to call on “Mrs. John Wallace Riddle”
by our members and those bearing directly upon its pur- (née Theodate Pope) at her family’s property, Hill-Stead.
poses, especially the collecting of Americana; and that One of the country’s first female architects, Riddle
it should not seek to do more than cover expenses in the designed the estate’s Colonial Revival house in collaboration with McKim, Mead & White. The residence
sale of its books.”25
In sum, Kent definitely wanted the society to keep was for her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred A. Pope, who
publishing—in fact, showcased several collections of art and antiques there,
he wanted the club notably French Impressionism amassed by Alfred Pope,
to undertake “an a Cleveland iron industrialist.30 “Mr. [George Dudley]
enlarged program of Seymour has written to you to vouch for our character,”
publication”—but he Kent wrote to Mrs. Riddle on behalf of the Walpoleans.31
wanted the results to Seymour, “a bachelor of independent means” who chambe for members only.26 pioned Nathan Hale and collected Colonial-era furniture
And he got his way, as well as cast-iron stoves, had been newly elected that
as he usually did. The year.32
The members’ reputation for not being shy about
bulk of the society’s
publishing
efforts closely examining objects preceded them. On May 22,
after that went into 1920, in Annapolis, Maryland, where they had an appointproducing the Note ment to see the executive mansion occupied by Governor
Book. The rest of their Albert Ritchie, one of the men was caught in a comproenergies were spent mised position. “The Governor not having arrived, we
on what eventually wandered through the rooms,” an anonymous Walpolean
became the heart and scribe reported in archived notes. “The writer, observsoul of the Walpole ing George Washington on glass after Stuart, asked the
Society, its weekend colored butler if he might have a closer view; the sidetrips to both private board was cleared, his coat removed and while standing
and public collections on his coat on top of the sideboard engaged in examining
or to “wherever there the portrait with a glass, Governor Ritchie arrived. No
might be things to explanation or apology seemed necessary as the Governor had been forewarned that his guests were all slightly
see.”27
In their first decade, demented; a much needed highball of Virginia Mount
the Walpoleans mostly Whiskey was produced and the ‘conference’ came to an
confined themselves end.”33
Walpole Society trips are notoriously grueling, requiring members to travel by car, train, boat, to the more or less easThe Walpoleans seemed to enjoy their reputation for
bus, taxi, and plane sometimes all in the same weekend. Usually they travel without fanfare.
ily accessible areas of eccentricity. As reported by Luke Vincent Lockwood in
Their trips, especially today, go unnoticed by ordinary citizens. Yet there have been exceptions.
metropolitan Boston, the Note Book for 1927, when close to finishing up the
On a weekend visit to Maryland’s western shore in 1928, they were guests of the Southern
New York City, and third day of a weekend spent visiting Colonial-era estates
Maryland Society. Escorted by two motorcycle policemen of the state of Maryland, 16 of them,
along with four members of the Maryland group, traveled in seven Pierce Arrow limousines, Hartford, the places on Maryland’s eastern shore, “[O]ur chauffeurs, who
where most mem- were to be dismissed at five o’clock, so that they could
each carrying on the radiator the Maryland state flag.
bers lived. Within make the long run back to Wilmington [Delaware], began
32-C Maine Antique Digest, December 2015
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and speculate as to whether we understood the difference
between standard and daylight saving time…. Here, one
of the chauffeurs, rather the leader of discontent, loudly
wanted to know if we’d ever get through. The driver of
the writer’s car, who had shown more sympathy than the
others in our peregrinations, tried to smooth his apprehension by the remark that it would be soon; whereupon
the kicker gave voice to his studied opinion, matured by
the experience of three days: ‘Not a chanst,’ he wailed,
‘them birds is bugs.’ And from this judgment no member
of the Society will seek to appeal.”34
Their trips were indeed notoriously strenuous. The first
weekend in October 1928, they visited some 30 houses,
moving down the Connecticut River valley to the coast,
where they then boarded a steamer, headed for Gardiners
Island, a game preserve leased by Clarence Mackay, an
American financier who collected armor, art, antiques.
They didn’t always arrange their visits in advance.
Instead they trusted their luck. One day in 1924, for example, 11 of them ventured well beyond Boston to Maine,
where they hoped to see the “old Pepperell [sic] House
in Kittery.” They had heard it belonged to a descendant
“whose wife was very cross and disagreeable,” according
to the club notes that someone kept.35
“[T]he job of tackling the lady” was given to George
Francis Dow. Elected in 1916, Dow created many of our
country’s first period rooms, starting in 1907 at the Essex
Institute (now part of Peabody Essex Museum) in Salem,
Massachusetts, and continuing with the Boston-based
Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities
(now Historic New England). Dow also restored many historic houses. The circa 1684 John Ward House of Salem,
opened to the public in 1911 as the first outdoor museum
of architecture in the country, was his project.
“[Dow] put on his best manners and we waited out of
sight,” the report went on. “To our great delight he came
back in a few minutes and said that the lady was perfectly
willing we should see the house if we could get through
before her husband got home.”36
The Walpoleans also visited their own members’ private
collections. During a weekend trip in the fall of 1921 to
Worcester, Massachusetts, and environs, they motored out
to the summer house of John Munro Woolsey in Petersham. Judge Woolsey of New York, elected to the society in 1916, would become famous for his 1933 decision
ruling in United States v. One Book Called Ulysses that
James Joyce’s novel was not obscene and could lawfully
be imported into the United States. But long before that,
his fellow Walpoleans held him in high esteem for something entirely different—his collections of Americana
from clocks to culinaria.
“In a rear room was a display of ironwork and household implements including a pie-fork of unusual form
that at first set the party guessing,” according to notes in a
booklet, precursor to the Note Book (which didn’t start
being published until 1926), called A Walpole Pilgrimage. “[T]he table was set with old pewter, flat-topped tankards and silver and ornaments with bright colored fruits
and gourds; and all the sweet cider we could drink and
such a chattering of voices.”37 Driving back to their hotel
in Worcester, the notes continue, there were “profound
lectures on furniture by Erving and Lockwood” being
expounded in one car, while the members in another were
“entertained by ancient songs” sung by Isham and Seymour, including Seymour’s rendition of “The Sword of
Bunker Hill.”38
As their singing of “ancient” song hints, the men had
deeper, philosophical reasons for collecting Americana.
Since the late 19th century, like many other native-born
Americans, the Walpoleans were in pursuit of a cultural
vision that set them apart from the foreign-born people
arriving here in astounding numbers to be employed as
cheap laborers, servants, and the like. Ancestor worship
was one way to promote that vision. Hence, the Sons of
the American Revolution was founded in 1889; Daughters of the American Revolution in 1890; Descendants of
the Signers of the Declaration of Independence in 1907;
and so on. The Walpole Society came out of that tradition. As cofounder Kent told the group on the society’s
25th anniversary, what the club stood for was “the love
of the objects made by our ancestors, which have come
down to us, and which we piously preserve.”39
In The Homes of Our Ancestors, published in 1925,
member R.T.H. Halsey went much further, portraying
Americana appreciation as a way to combat “the influx
of foreign ideas utterly at variance with those held by the
men who gave us the Republic, [ideas that] threaten and,
unless checked, may shake its foundations.”40
To be fair, Halsey’s attitude toward immigrants who
were not anarchists was very different. For instance,
he wrote a letter to the Honorable Arthur C. Salmon on
April 8, 1914, on behalf of William Guadioso, who ran
an elevator at the New York Stock Exchange and was in

some trouble with his Brooklyn landlord: “He has, as I the ability to visit umpteen houses or collections in a
understand it, a wife and seven children, one of whom, weekend. Only eight Walpoleans participated in a tour of
a little girl of six years, is an invalid as the result of infan- Ticonderoga, New York, one weekend in October 1933,
tile paralysis. He has taken great pride in the little gar- and Lockwood, Erving, and Seymour felt “that the trip
den in the rear of his home…. He has always, as far as I was a little too much for them.”47
In 1934 there were no trips at all, just a meeting in Bosknow, been prompt in the payment of his rent. He is one
of a class of Italians who have come over to this coun- ton one weekend in May, attended by 13. George Shepard
try, and made the best of himself, and is educating his Palmer was not among them, having died in Florida in
children. Pardon my
injecting myself into
this matter, but it is
only done to prevent a
possible injustice to a
worthy citizen.”41
More
commonly,
however,
members
just talked about
“breeding.” Following
an April 1926 weekend visit to Virginia’s
James River area,
Lockwood wrote that
a plantation called
“Shirley” gave him
“a picture of the quiet
plantation life, and the
refinement of breeding without great
wealth.”42 Of that same
Virginia visit, Herbert
Lee Pratt reported “a
feeling of sadness”
about the old houses
“disintegrating through
lack of care” and “the
old families, with a
fine lineage, going to
seed.”43 Pratt, a Standard Oil executive
who collected art and
joined the Walpoleans
in 1918, praised the
members’ stamina in
language that likewise
alluded to so-called
good breeding. “After
a restless night on the
sleeper, to pass a day at
least fifteen hours long,
subject to all kinds of
strain physically, men- Front and side views of Hill-Stead in Farmington, Connecticut, as seen today. The
tally, socially and even Walpoleans visited the estate in 1918 and again in 2010. Schinto photos.
morally, and then to
attend the annual dinner at nine o’clock at night is,” he January, and at his memorial the men lamented more than
his passing.48 “Those were the days of Collecting (with a
wrote, “a test of the fine qualities of our membership.”44
capital
C),” Isham wrote to memorialize him in the Note
The breeding theme is repeated in Note Book
entries regarding other trips of the late 1920 and early Book, “when there were things to collect and when to the
1930s. So is nostalgia for a lost world. On an Octo- ‘mutual consultation, congratulations, and commiseration’
ber weekend in 1930, for example, they had the oppor- around the table was added mutual envy, as one man after
tunity to visit the Cohasset, Massachusetts, home another brought into view some wonderful bit of silver
of Harry V. Long (1857-1949). The father-in-law of or the photograph of a highboy which he had quietly—
Walpolean Chauncey Cushing Nash, Long was the son very quietly—gathered while the others slumbered….
of a founder of the Boston Stock Exchange and able Those days are gone.”49
As we all know, he was right. Although amazing things
to afford a gentleman’s life of leisure dedicated to his
passions, which included hunting and fishing as well as still occasionally come out of attics and barns today, the
antiques and the arts. The residence was an island estate, hunt is not even remotely what it was when Palmer and
a weekend retreat called White Head, built in 1910. his cousin H. Eugene Bolles began collecting in the
Nearly 100 years later, on July 15 and 16, 2009, six 1880s. By the turn of the 20th century, the market was
decoys by A. Elmer Crowell from Long’s collection— well established, and many choice objects had already
used for hunting on that estate—sold at Copley Fine Art changed hands several times and gotten restored, often
Auctions for a total of $1,817,000 (including buyers’ poorly, or otherwise monkeyed with along the way.
premiums). Made expressly for Long, an early patron of For example, in a catalog of items that George Dudley
Crowell, they had never been out of the family. Besides Seymour gave to the Connecticut Historical Society, he
images of the decoys, the auction catalog featured photos wrote of an oak blanket chest, probably 1650-75 and
of White Head probably looking much as it did when probably made in Antrim, New Hampshire: “I bought this
the Walpoleans had been there. One image shows two chest in 1904 for $50.00 from Mrs. Helen Fuller Fowle,
of three extraordinary Crowell geese displayed on a a dealer in Brookline, Mass. She seems to have bought it
Pilgrim chest below an Audubon print and in between a in Sunapee, N.H., from Mrs. George H. Perkins to whom
couple of nice-looking Windsor chairs.“There are other I wrote for its history.”50 According to Seymour, Mrs.
houses...with old things and good things,” George Parker Perkins’s brother told him that he thought their father had
Winship solemnly observed of the Long property, “but bought it at an auction of a man who had died in his 90s.
here was a house in which colonial articles had been The catalog described it as “restored and refinished.”51
The other problem, at least for collectors interested in
collected, nearly all the best of them, a generation before
they became fashionable, and virtually unprocurable in acquiring, was that so much had already gone into museany such lavishness. Every searcher for antiques dreams ums or was destined to do so. “Some of the best furniture
of what those days must have been, and here was the in The Metropolitan Museum of Art,” Kent wrote in his
1949 autobiography, What I Am Pleased to Call My Edusaddening demonstration.”45
Of course Winship’s mood may have been somber cation, “was bought from George Palmer.”52 This was in
because the Great Depression was a somber time over- addition to the Bolles collection that formed the nucleus
all, even for Walpoleans, who curtailed their trips “in the of the American Wing; the furniture collection of Walpointerest of economy.”46 But another troubling fact was lean Charles Hitchcock Tyler that went to the Museum
that the membership, never correctly characterized as of Fine Arts, Boston after his death in 1931; the silver
young, was aging. By the end of 1933, 17 of the earli- collection of Philip Leffingwell Spalding that went to the
est ones had died. Many of those who remained lacked MFA after his death in 1938; et cetera.
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time to make a fundamental change in the club. It was
initially limited to 25 men, then upped to 30; he was in
favor of an even more populous group, he told Spalding
in a letter of January 22, 1931, “because it is the new men
who give life and interest to the club. This was made very
clear to me in arranging the programme [sic] for the present meeting. The old members have seen everything in
New York over and over; there is apparently nothing new.
On that account, I feel strongly that new members are
desirable.” In addition, he told Spalding, “we should
begin to let our meetings take new forms.”53
Changes did take place, as readers will see in the
next part of this series, but certain aspects of the club
remained the same, including the club’s cap at 30 members. Also stubbornly static was its narrow definition of
Americana. When Chauncey Nash proposed William
H. Claflin, whose collection of Native Americana was
considered one of the largest and choicest in the country
in the 1930s, he anticipated objections for precisely that
reason. “Although this branch of ‘Americana’ might not
be included in the classification of early American arts
as we recognize it, the subject is one so closely identified with the history and development of this country
that it could be well considered as of importance to our
Society,” wrote Nash, who years later developed his own
collection of indigenous art.54 “It brings us an interest
different and unique, and the time has arrived when we
shall have to recognize the ‘other arts.’”55
Alas, Nash could not convince the others. Despite
Claflin’s “attractive personality,” his degree from Harvard (class of 1915), his partnership in the New York
Stock Exchange firm of Tucker, Anthony & Company,
his seat on the “Committee” of Harvard’s Peabody
Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology—not to mention
the fine time they’d had when visiting Claflin’s private
museum at his home in Belmont, Massachusetts, inspecting exhibits in glassed-in-wall cabinets and cases—the
Walpoleans rejected him.56
For entirely different reasons, Henry Francis du Pont
almost wasn’t asked to join. By 1932, when the Walpoleans were first invited to visit Winterthur (nearly
two decades before it became a museum), du Pont was
already well on his way to amassing one of the world’s
greatest collections of Americana. Not only that, but he
was creating one magical room after another in which
to display it—18 period rooms in all, depicting America
from 1640 through 1840. In one room alone, the Readbourne Parlor, there were a japanned high chest made
by John Pimm of Boston for Commodore Joshua Loring
between 1740 and 1750; a 1740-55 tea table made for
Dr. Thomas Graeme of Graeme Park, Pennsylvania; and
a portrait of Mrs. Samuel Gouverneur (Experience Johnson) painted in New York by John Wollaston between
1749 and 1752—set against paneling from Readbourne,
built circa 1733 near Centreville, Queen Anne’s County,
Maryland. Yet Kent, for one, strongly opposed his
election.
“What I have heard of his methods of collecting has
not given me any idea of the man except as a grasping
person who has done more than anyone, except [Francis]
Garvan, to spoil the market,” he wrote to Spalding.57 (For
the record, Garvan never even made it into the nominating phase of the Walpole Society.) Other Walpoleans felt,
rightly, that the man who had trouble tying his own shoes
and shaving his own face, never drove a car, and spoke

in a mumble was, to
put it kindly, peculiar. But in the end,
it didn’t matter, nor
did Kent’s opinion
this time. With Luke
Vincent Lockwood
among others lobbying for him, du Pont
was elected. The odd
duck, weak in both
academics and athletics, certainly wasn’t
considered
clubbable either at Groton
or Harvard. Now for
perhaps the first time
in his life, at age 52,
Harry du Pont had
truly found a place
where he belonged.
He joined a group of
like-minded fellows.
As for the Walpoleans, it was a mutually beneficial association. True, du Pont
hadn’t carted any of
his antiques home in A 1915 itinerary of the Walpole Society included a visit to member Charles Munn’s house.
a horse and buggy; Elected a Walpolean in that same year, Munn (1859-1924) was associated with Scientific
there were no bug- American for 43 years. Succeeding his father, Orson Desaix Munn, as the magazine’s editor
gies anymore. Yes, in 1907 and later its publisher, Munn began collecting Americana shortly after his graduation
agents had done the from Princeton in 1881. Upon his death, he left a large collection of American silver, paintings,
heavy lifting for him, and prints to the Metropolitan Museum of Art and a collection of Revolutionary War artifacts
literally. Still, the men to a niece, who later left it to Fordham University.
were simply floored
by Winterthur. “We
have seen restored houses, beautifully done, like that of relatives elected to the society: Lammot du Pont CopeMr. [Marsden] Perry, or new houses like Mr. [George] land (1956), Alfred Elliott Bissell (1969), and William
Palmer’s, both unforgettably delightful as homes,” the Kemble du Pont (1987). In addition, a substantial perNote Book scribe reported. “Yet never have we seen so centage of Walpoleans were or are now affiliated with
many old American rooms under one roof—the number the public Winterthur, either as staff, students, or trustseemed endless.”58 Even better, the scribe added, “There ees. These include Joseph Downs (1935), Charles F.
is nothing of the museum in the air. We are not among Montgomery (1955), Dean A. Fales Jr. (1965), Wendell
D. Garrett (1967), John A. Herdeg (1974), Morrison H.
the dead.”59
A member for 37 years until his death in 1969, du Pont Heckscher (1980), Jonathan L. Fairbanks (1983), Robert
went on 46 trips with the society. In addition, he had them McCracken Peck (2003), Edward S. Cooke Jr. (2005),
as guests at Winterthur on a total of five occasions. Since Thomas A. Gray (2008), Brock W. Jobe (2009), and
his death, two more Walpolean visits to Winterthur have Bruce C. Perkins (2011).
In subsequent parts of this series, I’ll discuss some of
taken place. At the most recent one, in October 2010 at a
celebration of the society’s 100th anniversary, du Pont’s the changes that have occurred as these and other Walpograndson Alfred C. Harrison Jr., a member since 1995, leans replaced the earlier members.
said a few words to the group about him. Sick as a todJeanne Schinto has been a reporter for Maine Antique
dler, du Pont may have suffered “a minor brain injury
that also brought him a touch of cerebral palsy, hence his Digest since 2003. An independent writer since 1973, she
lack of coordination,” Harrison revealed. “A mild neuro- has written about art, antiques, and other subjects for a
logical deficit could also explain his academic and social variety of newspapers and magazines. She has also pubdifficulties.”60 Balancing these deficits, however, was a lished books, including Huddle Fever: Living in the Immigreat gift, “an obsession—to the point of autism—with grant City (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1995), a memoir
surrounding himself with beautiful environments, both of the ten years she resided in the old textile mill city of
inside and out—and more importantly the ability to cre- Lawrence, Massachusetts. In the spring of 2015, Schinto
spent a month at the American Antiquarian Society in
ate these environments.”61
The talk, so much more candid than one gets from, Worcester, Massachusetts, as the recipient of a 2015 Robsay, the biography of du Pont written by his younger ert and Charlotte Baron Fellowship in Creative Writing,
which helped support this series of articles. For more
daughter Ruth Lord, was reprinted in the Note Book.62
Besides Harrison, there have been three other du Pont information, see her website (www.jeanneschinto.com).
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